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Abstract 

 

The generation of point bars by lateral accretion during lateral expansion and downstream translation of river meanders are well-described 

processes, and a primary means for generation of sandy bar reservoirs within fluvial strata. More recently, the concept of "counter" point bars 

has been stressed to explain meanders with concave growth ridges that tend to form mud-rich bar systems with low reservoir quality. Detailed 

mapping within the Missouri River system reveals a wide diversity of meander style. These styles include translation, expansion, and counter 

point bars, and three additional variations: wavering meanders, spinout meanders, and meander pile ups. Wavering meanders superficially 

resemble point-bar meanders but did not grow by lateral accretion. Instead, these form by repeated accretion of mid-channel bars to the channel 

bank in otherwise braided reaches. The result is an amalgamated set of small fusiform bars that collectively form a larger arced meander form. 

Since the mid-channel bars can accrete to either the outer or the inner bank, the meander can grow in both outward and inward directions, and 

may thus "waver." The resulting reservoir is an amalgamated set of smaller channel bars separated by shallow channel fills with excellent 

reservoir connectivity and quality within and between these meander lobe deposits. Also within the braided section occur highly contorted 

"spin-out" meanders. These occur locally and randomly in both time and space and record short sections of braided river that are temporarily 

compressed into single-thread channels. The energy within the system exceeds the stability of sustained meandering. The loop is characterized 

by rapid point-bar accretion that generates complexly compound forms. After this brief "spin out", the meander is quickly cut off, and the river 

returns to its normal braided pattern. These meanders form large high-quality sandbar reservoirs with unusual shapes, and well-defined 

bounding channel fills. Meander pile-ups occur where tips of normal expanding and/or translating meanders encounter bedrock constrictions. 

Here, bedload transport is locally concentrated. Sedimentation forces accelerated bar growth in the area around the constriction. Likewise, 

downstream bar translation is stopped. Meanders "pile up" on the floodplain preserving multiple and abundant crosscutting meanders with 

hairpin form. Reservoirs are sandy but narrow and long and dissected by channel fills. 
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Presenter’s notes: Bar deposits like these point bars are the main reservoir target. Point-bar units form the sandy reservoir lithofacies. These are wrapped by 

finer channel-fill allounits, and are typically constructed of medium-to-fine-grained medium-sorted cross-bedded-to-planar-laminated sand with local thin-

to-medium-bed-thickness mud drapes.  Point bars fine upward from coarse to fine sand and are capped by levee/splay and mud veneer strata.  Point bars 

record lateral migration of the channel and accretion deposition of sandy bar strata in the channel’s wake.    
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Presenter’s notes: Even though flow can likely get under the channel to connect the bars, the upper channel is a barrier and prone to trap fluids. In addition, 

special consideration should be given to heterogeneity when draining a channel-belt reservoir.  Drill penetration of a belt will only generally penetrate a 

single point bar, which will be compartmentalized by an engulfing channel fill.  Production will drain the petroleum within the penetrated point bar readily, 

but production of petroleum from adjacent point bars requires connections.  Passive channel fills will be highly effective barriers to flow and active fills will 

be moderately effective barriers.  This means that connection between point bars will need to be made through the base of channel fills.  Even if basal 

connection is effective, some substantial proportion of the petroleum can be trapped against channel fills in the tops of non-penetrated point bars.  A 

production plan needs to compensate according to recover these fluids. 
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Presenter’s notes: Floodplains are fragments of past rivers and not a bunch of complete rivers matching a single complete river pattern.  In the seismic image 

at the top right, multiple fragments of a large meandering channel belt are visible including meander scrolls, abandoned meander loops and parts of the edge 

of the meandering channel belt.  This image in particular illustrates the size that belts and floodplains can be, as we are often only able to see a fraction of 

the entire system in seismic compared to potential floodplain size. 
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Presenter’s notes: Counter point bars occur when bars migrate along the cutbank rather than the bar apex, either because of constriction of downstream bar 

translation.  The slackwaters resulting tend to manifest as very fine-grained lateral accretion deposits. 
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Presenter’s notes: Predictability in river pattern is limited to generally observable trends in pattern shift of an existing river with shifts in controlling 

variables. 
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Presenter’s notes: The real story here is that these mid channel bars are a second method to creating meanders in braided river. In addition, that they can 

move any direction they please. 
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Presenter’s notes: Back filled meander loops can essentially move the channel in any direction. Note: they do not just affect one side of the channel bank. 
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Presenter’s notes: Even though flow can likely get under the channel to connect the bars, the upper channel is a barrier and prone to trap fluids. In addition, 

special consideration should be given to heterogeneity when draining a channel-belt reservoir.  Drill penetration of a belt will only generally penetrate a 

single point bar, which will be compartmentalized by an engulfing channel fill.  Production will drain the petroleum within the penetrated point bar readily, 

but production of petroleum from adjacent point bars requires connections.  Passive channel fills will be highly effective barriers to flow and active fills will 

be moderately effective barriers.  This means that connection between point bars will need to be made through the base of channel fills.  Even if basal 

connection is effective, some substantial proportion of the petroleum can be trapped against channel fills in the tops of non-penetrated point bars.  A 

production plan needs to compensate according to recover these fluids. 



Presenter’s notes: Back filled meanders on the other hand have a much more random accretionary process allowing for a more complex sand body. Overall, 

the deposit resembles more of a sand sheet with small heterolithic channels interrupting the sand deposits. 
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